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Descrizione del progetto (Numero di caratteri inclusi spazi: 2.000-3.000): 

The research will focus on the relation between history of the public administration in the modern state 
(examined by taking into account a statistically significant sample of the public administrations of the main 
European states in the Twentieth and early Twenty-first century), that is between the systems of bureaucratic 
categorization of data on population, and the development of the technologies and disciplines implemented 
in the strategies of order and management. Special attention will be given to the history of statistics – a crucial 
element for the disciplinary organization of group and populations – not from the point of view of the data 
elaboration systems (such as algorithms, systems of calculus, and other instruments), but rather of the 
disciplinary aims attributed to bureaucracy. Statistics, born during Nineteenth century – or even before, in the 
Eighteenth, as a “political arithmetic – in order to register events (births, weddings, wealth, illnesses, etc.) in a 
time when the data collected had no normative value begun, in the course of the bureaucratic transformation 
of the Twentieth century, the instrument first to individuate regularities and then to assume them as laws of 
social normality that, in specific historical and political context (one thinks of bureaucracies within a 
totalitarian state) can be used to exclude minorities and varies from the norm, at the same time implementing 
strategies of control and surveillance on the individual. Procedures are then what transforms knowledge in 
power, what can be used to re-educate and bring back to the norm, or to justify social segregation for those 
who do not fit within the statistic boundaries of normality. The difference between inclusive and exclusive 
administrative procedures also runs through the differential awareness of the different historical, cultural and 
ideological context in which bureaucracy deploys its peculiar power. Therefore, the research will take into 
account the nexus between the forms of administration and managmenent on the one hand and political 
forms on the other, with special attention and possibly a critical eye at the present state of public 
administration both at the level of individual states and at the level of the institutions of the European Union. 
 

Conformità del progetto proposto con i requisiti indicati del D.M. 351 del 09/04/2022 per la tipologia di 
appartenenza e riportati nell’allegato al presente modulo  (Numero di caratteri inclusi spazi: max 2.000): 

The project intends to identify the relation between the evolution of public administration, its specific 
disciplinary fields and the wider historical, political and social context in which both find their place and 
develops. This corresponds to the requirement of D. M. 351, especially to the objective of offering a scientific 
foundation for the “interpretation and reinterpretation of the continuos and rapid change in public 
administration as complex systems which act and adapt to the surrounding environment” (art 8, comma a)). 
 

Periodo di studio e ricerca presso in Impresa /Centri di ricerca / Pubbliche Amministrazione  

Il periodo è obbligatorio per 3 tipologie di dottorati (sono esclusi quelli di ricerca PNRR) per un periodo minimo di 6 mesi ad 
un massino di 12 

Il dottorando svolgerà il periodo OBBLIGATORIO presso _______________________   per n____ mesi  

Periodo di studio e ricerca all’estero 

Il periodo è obbligatorio per 4 tipologie di dottorati per un periodo minimo di 6 mesi ad un massino di 18 

Il dottorando svolgerà il periodo OBBLIGATORIO presso _______________________   per n____ mesi  

Skill da acquisire dal dottorando (Numero di caratteri inclusi spazi: max 600): 
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For what concerns student skills, the Ph.D. project has a double aim: 1. as scientific research, it provides and 
trains academic research skills such as writing monographs and scientific articles, archival and 
bibliographic research, public presentation of research results (including the use of digital technologies); as 
field research concerning public administration, in which the Ph.D. candidate will acquire, by interacting with 
the institution in which the research will take place, skills concerning the organization of the administration, 
the planning of the workflow and the modes of the interaction with the general public. 
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